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 Book Now 
 
          A Boutique Hotel In The Heart Of D.C.
 The Darcy Hotel
 
 Treat yourself to a sophisticated stay at The Darcy — one of the most celebrated boutique hotels in Washington, D.C. Whether you’re in town for business or pleasure, this refined retreat will inspire you with designer décor, premium amenities, and a perfect location just steps from Scott Circle. 
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   Savor elegant drinks and dining at Gerrard Street Kitchen and enjoy casual bites and coffee from Bluestone Lane. If you’re hosting, you’ll find more than 10,000 square feet of flexible indoor and outdoor meeting and event space that can accommodate gatherings both intimate and extravagant. Explore our hotel and discover an authentic, original, locally inspired experience.
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    Accommodations
 The beautiful rooms and suites at The Darcy exude understated elegance, with designer furnishings, luxury amenities, and a touch of modern style. Whether you’re recharging after a busy day, working remotely in your room, or hosting in a spacious suite, you’ll find the perfect space for your stay here.
 
 
 
     Previous room      [image: ] Open gallery of Darcy Guestroom 
   Darcy Guestroom
   
     The Darcy Guestroom is an excellent choice for those seeking stylish lodging in the District of Columbia. This room features an exceedingly comfortable king bed, queen bed, or two queen beds, topped with luxurious linens. 
 
 
  Book Now Darcy Guestroom 
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   City View Guestroom
   
     The Darcy’s City View Guestroom features an exceedingly comfortable king bed, topped with luxurious linens. 
 
 
  Book Now City View Guestroom 
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   Studio Suite
   
     The Darcy’s Studio Suite is an upgrade from the extraordinary. In addition to an exceedingly comfortable king bed, topped with luxurious linens, it offers a sofa bed for extra slumbering space. 
 
 
  Book Now Studio Suite 
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   One Bedroom Suite
   
     A stay in The Darcy’s One Bedroom Suite is a sojourn in high-end living. In addition to an exceedingly comfortable king bed, topped with luxurious linens, this suite offers a sofa bed for extra slumbering space. 
 
 
  Book Now One Bedroom Suite 
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   Presidential Suite
   
     You will feel like the commander in chief when you step into the Presidential Suite at The Darcy. At 900 square feet, this suite offers a spectacular view of Scott Circle, as well as a full complement of distinctive amenities. 
 
 
  Book Now Presidential Suite 
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  Close Info Box Darcy Guestroom
    The Darcy Guestroom is an excellent choice for those seeking stylish accommodations in Washington, DC. This room features an exceedingly comfortable king bed, queen bed, or two queen beds, topped with luxurious linens. You will feel at ease amidst the updated mid-century modern furnishings, highlighted by rich wood tones, distressed metals, and pops of color. Some of these rooms include a wingback chair in a sophisticated silhouette. Unwind in the pristine bathroom, with a hot soak in the tub at the end of the day. Connecting rooms are available.
 Like all accommodations at The Darcy, the Darcy Guestroom room includes contemporary modern décor, original artwork, a 50-inch high-definition television with streaming capabilities, Bluetooth sound system, complimentary Wi-Fi, mini-refrigerator, work desk, coffee maker, safe, sumptuous robes, luxury bath amenities, and hairdryer. Whether your mission in the nation’s capital is business or pleasure, you will relish returning to your well-appointed room at our hotel near Dupont Circle.
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  Close Info Box City View Guestroom
    The Darcy’s City View Guestroom features an exceedingly comfortable king bed, topped with luxurious linens. You will feel at ease amidst the contemporary modern furnishings, highlighted by rich wood tones, distressed metals, and pops of color. 
 Connecting rooms are available.
 Like all accommodations at The Darcy, the City View Guestroom  includes original artwork, a 50-inch high-definition television with streaming capabilities, Bluetooth sound system, complimentary Wi-Fi, mini-refrigerator, large working desk, coffee maker, safe, sumptuous robes, luxury bath amenities, and hairdryer. Whether your mission in the nation’s capital is business or pleasure, you will relish returning to your well-appointed room at our hotel near Dupont Circle.
 360 Tour 360 Tour
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  Close Info Box Studio Suite
    The Darcy’s Studio Suite is an upgrade from the extraordinary. In addition to an exceedingly comfortable king bed, topped with luxurious linens, it offers a sofa bed for extra slumbering space. You will feel at ease amidst the contemporary modern furnishings, highlighted by rich wood tones, distressed metals, and pops of color.
 This suite contains a larger bath, with a rain shower. Like all accommodations at The Darcy, the Studio Suite includes original artwork, a 50-inch high-definition television with streaming capabilities, Bluetooth sound system, refrigerated minibar, large working desk, coffee maker, safe, sumptuous robes, locally sourced bath amenities, and hairdryer. Whether your mission in the nation’s capital is business or pleasure, you will relish returning to your well-appointed suite at The Darcy.
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  Close Info Box One Bedroom Suite
    One Bedroom Suite
 A stay in The Darcy’s One Bedroom Suite is a sojourn in high-end living. In addition to an exceedingly comfortable king bed, topped with luxurious linens, this suite offers a queen sofa bed for extra slumbering space. Separate living room and bedroom areas create the impression of a plush home away from home. You will feel at ease amidst the contemporary modern furnishings, highlighted by rich wood tones, distressed metals, and pops of color. The bath has a rain shower and a soaking tub, for unsurpassed relaxation.
 Like all accommodations at The Darcy, the One Bedroom Suite includes original artwork, a 50-inch high-definition television with streaming capabilities, Bluetooth sound system, complimentary Wi-Fi, refrigerated minibar, large working desk, coffee maker, safe, sumptuous robes, luxury bath amenities, and hairdryer. Whether your mission in the nation’s capital is business or pleasure, you will relish returning to your well-appointed suite at our hotel near Dupont Circle.
 360 Tour 360 Tour
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  Close Info Box Presidential Suite
    Presidential Suite
 You will feel like the commander in chief when you step into the Presidential Suite at The Darcy. At 900 square feet, this suite offers a spectacular view of Scott Circle, as well as a full complement of distinctive amenities. Hardwood floors, paneled walls, curated furniture, and hand-selected artwork contribute to a stately ambiance. The living room and dining areas, outfitted with a wet bar and a table for six, are ideal for entertaining or for small business meetings. The oversized separate bedroom has a four-poster king bed, topped with luxurious linens. The queen sofa bed in the living room can be turned down for extra slumbering space. The suite has a large bath with a rain shower and a deep soaking tub, as well as a convenient powder room.
 Like all accommodations at The Darcy, the Presidential Suite includes original artwork, a 50-inch high-definition television with streaming capabilities, Bluetooth sound system, complimentary Wi-Fi, refrigerated minibar, large working desk, coffee maker, safe, sumptuous robes, luxury bath amenities, and hairdryer. Whether your mission in the nation’s capital is business or pleasure, you will relish returning to your well-appointed suite at our hotel near Dupont Circle.
 360 Tour 360 Tour
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   Special offers
 Planning a stay in the capital? Explore the latest special offers from our Washington, D.C. hotel.
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  Mother's Day Breakfast In Bed
 Imagine a warm and delightful Mother's Day gift, where the entire family gathers in the kitchen, not just to cook but to create memories.
  Book Now Mother's Day Breakfast In Bed Learn More about Mother's Day Breakfast In Bed  
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  Cherry Blossom Package
 Explore D.C. in the heart of cherry blossom season! Enjoy up to 15% off, cherry blossom-themed cocktails and breakfast for two.
  Book Now Cherry Blossom Package Learn More about Cherry Blossom Package  
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  Last Night Is On Us
 Stay longer in historic D.C. and receive a complimentary night on us!
  Book Now Last Night Is On Us Learn More about Last Night Is On Us  
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  Save on Suites
 Upgrade to a suite & save up to $100 per night.
  Book Now Save on Suites Learn More about Save on Suites  
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  Regional Residents Savings
 Book your staycation and save up to 30% off of our best available rates as well as a complimentary upgrade based on availability.
  Book Now Regional Residents Savings Learn More about Regional Residents Savings  
   [image: ]
  Dream & Dine at The Darcy
 Stay 2 nights or more, and get $100 toward food and beverages at Gerrard Street Kitchen.
  Book Now Dream & Dine at The Darcy Learn More about Dream & Dine at The Darcy  
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  Applaud the Paws Package
 Nothing makes traveling feel more special when we are able to bring the whole family. Check out our Applaud the Paws package!
  Book Now Applaud the Paws Package Learn More about Applaud the Paws Package  
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  Best Available Rate
 Plans change? We understand. Cancel or alter your reservation 24-hours prior to arrival.
  Book Now Best Available Rate Learn More about Best Available Rate  
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  Park and Stay
 Enjoy this overnight stay and your valet parking tab is on us!
  Book Now Park and Stay Learn More about Park and Stay  
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  Government and Military Rates
 State & federal government employees, the US military, and federal government contractors with ID, will receive special rates at The Darcy.
  Book Now Government and Military Rates Learn More about Government and Military Rates  
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  Drinks & Dining
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  Drinks & Dining
 One of the best parts of staying at The Darcy is the exquisite drinks and dining experiences at your fingertips. Whether you’re grabbing coffee in the morning at Bluestone Lane, enjoying a light lunch during the day, sipping after-work cocktails with colleagues, or savoring an intimate dinner with someone special at Gerrard Street Kitchen, you’ll find what you’re looking for here. When you’re ready for a change, sample some of Washington D.C.’s best restaurants just steps from the hotel.
 Book Now Reserve Your TableBook Now Learn More
 
 
 
     Meetings & Events
 Remarkable occasions deserve a remarkable setting, and The Darcy can elevate any event in Washington, D.C. From intimate gatherings to grand celebrations, our event spaces and meeting venues are perfect for all manner of occasions.
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   The Bader Ginsburg
 
     One of our newest event venues, the Bader Ginsburg is an elegant ballroom with floor-to-ceiling windows and a magnificent skylight focal point, both of which fill the space with natural light. This venue is suitable for groups of up to 200 guests. 
 
 
  Learn More about The Bader Ginsburg 
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   Ellington Room
 
     With vaulted ceilings, a stone fireplace, and a view of the interior courtyard, The Darcy’s Ellington Room provides the perfect setting for events of up to 80 seated or 100 standing guests. 
 
 
  Learn More about Ellington Room 
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   Gaston Room
 
     With space for 60 seated or 80 standing guests, the Gaston Room can host a range of business and social get-togethers, including corporate meetings, workshops, presentations, classroom events, private meals, cocktail receptions, and parties of all kinds. 
 
 
  Learn More about Gaston Room 
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   Logan Ballroom
 
     The Logan Ballroom at The Darcy provides a sophisticated backdrop for events on a grander scale, with a capacity for 140 seated and or 200 standing guests. 
 
 
  Learn More about Logan Ballroom 
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   Logan East
 
     The Darcy’s Logan Ballroom can be partitioned to create venues more modest in size yet no less refined. Logan East welcomes up to 60 seated or 80 standing guests. 
 
 
  Learn More about Logan East 
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   Logan West
 
     The Darcy’s Logan Ballroom can be partitioned to create venues more modest in size yet no less refined. Logan West welcomes up to 80 seated or 100 standing guests. 
 
 
  Learn More about Logan West 
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   Whitman Room
 
     The Whitman Room is one of The Darcy’s more intimate meeting venues, perfectly suited to hosting breakout sessions, training sessions, workshops, and presentations, as well as receptions for up to 30. 
 
 
  Learn More about Whitman Room 
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   Wylie Boardroom
 
     The Wylie, our dedicated boardroom, seats 16 for off-site board meetings and other face-to-face discussions and presentations, as well as private dinners. 
 
 
  Learn More about Wylie Boardroom 
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   Deacon Room
 
     The Deacon Room is one of The Darcy’s more intimate meeting venues, perfectly suited to hosting breakout sessions, training sessions, workshops, and presentations, as well as receptions for up to 45. 
 
 
  Learn More about Deacon Room 
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